
Linux for newbies - Lecture notes
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Some history

UNIX

Origin and naming [A]

In the late 1960s, Bell Labs was involved in a project with MIT and General Electric to develop a time-sharing system, called
Multiplexed Information and Computing Service (Multics).
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In 1969, Ken Thompson, a programmer in the Labs computing research department, decided to write his own operating
system.

In 1970, Peter G. Neumann coined the project name Unics (UNiplexed Information and Computing Service) as a pun on
Multics.

First years

In 1972, UNIX grew in capabilities and portability when it was rewritten in C language, rather than pure assembly like other
operative systems.

The C language was created by Dennis Ritchie in 1972 as an evolution to B language to be able take advantage of some
features of a PDP-11. A first book covering the C language was published in 1978. In 1989 it was standarized as ANSI C,
commonly known as C89 or C90.

In 1973 UNIX was first introduced to the academia in a Symposium. Since Bell Labs was not legally able to sell operative
systems, Ken Thompson gave it for free by regular mail.

Versions of the Unix system were determined by editions of its user manuals. The Bell Labs developers did not think in terms
of "releases" of the operating system. Version 5 and 6, led to a plethora of different Unix versions both inside and outside Bell
Labs.

UNIX domination [B]

By early 1980s, thousands of people used Unix at AT&T and elsewhere, and as computer science students moved from
universities into companies they wanted to continue to use it.

The first UNIX for microcomputers was released by Microsoft in 1980 for the Zilog Z8000, ported by SCO to 8086 processor
in 1983. Other companies began to offer commercial versions of Unix for their own minicomputers and workstations.

Many of these new Unix flavors were developed from the System V base under a license from AT&T; others were based on
BSD. One of the leading developers of BSD, Bill Joy, went on to co-found Sun Microsystems in 1982 and created SunOS for
its workstations.

UNIX Wars

In the mid-1980s, there were three common versions of Unix, all derived from AT&T's Research Unix, but diverged
considerably.

AT&T's System III, basis of Microsoft's Xenix among others
AT&T's System V
and the Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD).

A group of vendors formed the X/Open standards group in 1984.

In 1987, AT&T and leading BSD Unix vendor Sun Microsystems started work in 1987 on a unified system, eventually released
as System V Release 4.

Other licensees feared this action and formed the Open Source Foundation in 1988. The same year, AT&T and another group
of licensees responded by forming UNIX International (UI).

GNU [C]
Development of the GNU operating system was initiated by Richard Stallman at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), publicly announced in 1983 and started on 1984, when Stallman quit his job at the Lab so that they could not claim
ownership or interfere with distributing GNU components as free software.

By 1983, companies started close-sourcing and locking UNIX. Stallman wanted computer users to be "free", as most were in
the 1960s and 1970s. His philosophy was later published as the GNU Manifesto in 1985.

The GNU General Public License was created in 1989 for use with programs released as part of the GNU project. This
license guarantees end users the freedoms to run, study, share (copy), and modify the software. It also requires those rights
to be retained, what is called copyleft.

Development of the GNU Project started using C and Lisp as system programming languages with Unix compatibility in mind.
Much of the needed software had to be written from scratch, but existing compatible third-party free software components
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were also used such as the TeX typesetting system and the X Window System.

GNU Hurd is the multiserver microkernel written as part of GNU, under development since 1990. Development of GNU Hurd
has proceeded slowly, and still not considered suitable for production environments.

Linux [D]
By the early 1990s, many of the programs required in an operating system (such as libraries, compilers, text editors, a Unix
shell, and a windowing system) were completed, although low-level elements such as device drivers, daemons, and the
kernel were stalled and incomplete.

In 1991, while attending the University of Helsinki, Torvalds became curious about operating systems. Frustrated (and
furious) by the licensing of MINIX, he began to work on his own operating system kernel, which eventually became the Linux
kernel.

Linus Torvalds has stated that if the GNU kernel or 386BSD had been available at the time, he would not have decided to
write Linux.

With the release of the Linux kernel in 1991, the primary user of GNU's userland components soon became operating
systems based on the Linux kernel (Linux distributions), prompting the coining of the term GNU/Linux.

GNU/Linux Then and Today [E]
In the 1990s, lot of Distributions based on this concept of GNU/Linux started to be created, thanks to the permissive license
of both GNU tools, Linux kernel, and some BSD and X11 tools, too.

In 1993, Debian and Slackware were created. In 1994, Red Hat was crated.

With the growth of the Internet and due to the nature of the licensing terms of the GNU GPL, dozens of derivatives were born
in the late 1900s and the 2000s. Some of them remain today and were also the basis for dozens of new derivatives: Suse,
Knoppix, Ubuntu, Mandrake, Fedora...

In 2002, some other important distributions were built from the ground up: Gentoo Linux and Arch Linux.

In the 2010s, GNU/Linux is becoming bigger and even more heterogeneous than ever. Currently, a typical GNU/Linux
distribution contains software from GNU, Linux, BSD, Mesa, Qt, X.Org and other projects with thousands of contributions
from both organizations and individuals. This makes the naming GNU/Linux misleading, leading to some criticism.

Derivatives aimed at smartphones and a wide range of IoT devices, which are usually derivatives of desktop GNU/Linux
distributions, are not commonly referred as GNU/Linux derivatives. This includes some operative systems as Chrome OS,
Tizen, Android, OpenELEC, Steam OS, and webOS.

Unix Philosophy™

The Unix Philosophy drove the development of several UNIX-like systems for the past 40 years. This includes GNU/Linux, to
some extent.

Do One Thing and Do It Well [F]
Douglas McIlroy stated that Unix programs have always been expected to follow the concept of DOTADIW, or "Do One Thing
and Do It Well."

While Linux based systems were born following these rules. The concept of DOTADIW is usually discussed. There has been
a point of great contention during the Linux systemd debates of 2014-2015, especially in the Debian community.

Keep it Simple, Stupid [G]
In his book The Art of Unix Programming first published in 2003, Eric S. Raymond summarizes the Unix philosophy as KISS
Principle of "Keep it Simple, Stupid" and provides a set of 17 design rules. Let's see some of them:

Composition. Developers should write programs that can communicate easily with other programs. This rule aims to
allow developers to break down projects into small, simple programs rather than overly complex monolithic programs.

1. 

Simplicity. Developers should look for ways to break up program systems into small, straightforward cooperating pieces.
This rule aims to discourage developers’ affection for writing “intricate and beautiful complexities” that are in reality bug

2. 
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prone programs.
Silence. Developers should design programs so that they do not print unnecessary output. This rule aims to allow other
programs and developers to pick out the information they need from a program's output without having to parse
verbosity.

3. 

Repair. Developers should design programs that fail in a manner that is easy to localize and diagnose or in other words
“fail noisily”. This rule aims to prevent incorrect output from a program from becoming an input and corrupting the output
of other code undetected.

4. 

Diversity. Developers should design their programs to be flexible and open. This rule aims to make programs flexible,
allowing them to be used in ways other than those their developers intended.

5. 

Everything is a file [H]
In Unix, a wide range of input/output resources such as documents, directories, hard-drives, modems, keyboards, printers
and even some inter-process and network communications are simple streams of bytes exposed through the filesystem.

This makes working with input and output resources very easy:

Write to a file that represents a TCP connection and, hence, send thata through that connection.
Read from a file that represents a Thermometer and read the ambient temperature.
Write a value to a file that represents a configuration mode of your wifi adaptor, to change it.
Write random data to a file that represents the hard drive to wipe all the data securely.

What's in a typical Linux-based System? [i]

A Linux-based system can be divided in 2 separated modes or realms: Kernel mode, and User mode.

Linux Kernel
Linux kernel is the core of the operative system, which handles process control, networking, access to the peripherals, and
file systems.

Linux runs separately from the rest of the system, in Kernel Mode. It uses its own limited C implementation, significately
different in the memory handling.

The other components run on top of that, on User Mode, interfacing with the kernel and the user. This covers a widely range
of lower and higher level software.

C library [J]
Usually, the GNU Libc implementation, which serves as the most basic libraries to interface with the kernel (system calls) and
basic operations to be able to build higher level libraries.

CLI Shell [K]
The most basic, text-based, user interface. Command-line interfaces (CLI) are easy to compose and automate, but are
unintuitive and visually poor.

This shell is usually a Bourne Shell compatible implementation, such as Bash, which provides enhaced syntax, history, pipes,
redirections, autocomplete and other amenities.

Some alternatives includes dash, which is focused on being POSIX compliant; csh, providing a C-like syntax; zfs, the default
for Arch Linux; and BusyBox's ash, a complete but light shell included in most embedded devices.

Common Unix tools [L]
On every Linux system there is a mix of basic tools from Linux itself, GNU, BSD and other sources. These tools include -but
are not limited to- compilers, text editors, and more.

The C compiler GNU gcc and the build system GNU make were important milestones for Linux-based systems, and most
basic Linux tools still use gcc and make nowadays; while higher level tools are moving to other build systems and languages.

Text editors vim, emacs or nano are usually included in most Linux distributions.
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Bootloader [M]
To be able to boot, the system first needs to load the kernel and the most basic libraries. This is done usually by the
bootloader GNU GRUB, that implements access to most common filesystems and can load Linux kernels, as well as
chainload other operative system bootloaders as the one in Microsoft Windows.

Until mid 2000s, the most common bootloader was LILO, that has been completely preceeded by GNU GRUB.

Init System [N]
Traditionally, init is the first process started after the kernel is loaded and is responsible for configuring the entire system at
boot time.

Until mid 2000s, the most common init system was SysV init, mimicking the behaviour of the ancient UNIX System V init.
While upstart is still the default for some Ubuntu-based distributions, all of them are being replaced by Systemd, which
actually trespasses the responsabilities of an init system and makes the Unix advocates cry inconsolably.

Init systems output is masked to the final user in distributions like Ubuntu or Fedora using Plymouth. Original output can be
shown by pressing ESC  at boot time or modifying boot params in the bootloader.

SysV Init

SysV Init defines a number of states called runlevels. At least one runlevel is the normal operating state of the system, while
other runlevels represent single-user mode (used for recovery), system shutdown (0), system reboot (6) and various other
states.

In the most basic implementation, the runlevels and what does each one is defined on /etc/inittab . A typical configuration
defines the normal operating state (commonly 2, 3 or 5), the reboot state (6), the shutdown state (0), the single-user mode (S)
and the set of scripts to be run on each one, typically inside /etc/rc<runlevel>.d .

One of the major drawbacks of this approach is that it starts tasks serially, waiting for each to finish loading before moving on
to the next, resulting in long delays on boot.

Some projects tried to overcome this by paralellizing the run of the scripts, which led to dependency problems and required
some rewriting on the init scripts.

Systemd

Systemd improves the bootstrap by expressing dependencies in separate scripts. Dependencies are automatically resolved
and the optimal path to complete bootstrap the system is run, parallelizing when possible.

Systemd also provides replacements for various daemons and utilities, trespassing the responsabilities of an init system. This
led to heavy criticism and debate in 2014-2015, but finally standed out anyway.

Included in Systemd are improved replacements to some core utilities such as pm-utils, inetd, acpid, syslog, watchdog, cron
and atd. Ultimately, Systemd goal is to fully provide the basic userland to run the Linux kernel.

Systemd scripts are called services and usually reside or are linked from /etc/systemd/system .

Windowing System [O]
A Windowing System provides a basic implementation of the WIMP paradigm for user interfaces: windows, icons, menus and
pointer. It's the most basic set of tools and libraries under which graphical toolkits such as GTK+ are built.

The main component of any windowing system is called the display server. Any application that runs and shows windows, is
a client of the display server. It receives all the input from the kernel and transmits it to the correct client. The display server is
also responsible for the output of the clients to the computer monitor.

The X Window System from the X.Org Foundation is the most common windowing system in desktop systems. The protocol
has been version 11 (hence "X11") since September 1987.

The fact that the term "server" is applied to the software in front of the user is often surprising to users accustomed to their
programs being clients to services on remote computers. This client-server architecture is also criticised for being slow.

Since the X Window System is considered bloated and obsolete and is being replaced by Wayland and Mir at some point in
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the near future.

Android uses its own windowing system, SurfaceFlinger.

Graphical Login [P]
The login is the software responsible for checking authentication, authorization and setup the user session. The most
common graphical login program is LightDM, which provides graphical implementations in several toolkits.

Until the early 2010s, GDM and KDM were the default for GNOME and KDE-based systems. Some other graphical logins are
still used nowadays.

Desktop Environment [Q]
The desktop environment is an implementation of the desktop metaphor, usually built upon a windowing system.

Ubuntu default desktop environment is called Unity, but is commonly referenced as Ubuntu Desktop Environment.

GNOME has been the most common desktop environment for years. It was the default for Red Hat, Debian, Ubuntu,
Slackware and much others. However, due to continuous and arbitrary feature cutting and the controversial migration to
GNOME 3, some distributions abandoned it in favour of Xfce, Unity or GNOME forks such as MATE or Cinnamon.

KDE has been the alternative to GNOME preferred by powerusers. However, following the Qt 4.0 release and the major KDE
rewrite for KDE 4.0 in early 2010s, some distributions stopped shipping it by default, or shipped older versions.

Most distributions provide a default desktop environment, while allow users to install others. Some distributions let the user
choose the default desktop environment at installation time, while others provide so-called flavoured versions with similar
names (Kubuntu, Ubuntu MATE, etc.) evoking the name of the default desktop environment.

Desktop Environments are built using a set of tools, such as windows compositors, desktop backgrounds, toolbars and other
small applications.

Audio Daemon [R]
PulseAudio is present now in most desktop Linux distributions as a middleware between the audio libraries and Alsa, the
kernel interface.

PulseAudio runs a sound server, a background process accepting sound input from one or more sources (processes or
capture devices) and redirecting it to one or more sinks (sound cards, remote network PulseAudio servers, or other
processes). PulseAudio is network-capable.

There are several graphical front-ends to PulseAudio, but most of them are incomplete. A quick view to PAVUControl, part of
the PulseAudio project, is encouraged.

Android uses its own audio daemon instead, AudioFlinger.

Networking Daemon [S]
NetworkManager is present now in most desktop Linux distributions as a high-level interface to network interface
configuration and setup.

Main component is a daemon which manages connections and reports network changes, and several graphical front-ends,
such as nm-applet (the default for Ubuntu) and nmcli, for the command line.

Software and Updates Managing [T]
Distributions usually provide a large set of software and data such as themes and fonts contained in packages.

The packages are stored on software repositories on servers, and are downloaded and installed on demand. These
packages are not self-contained, but dependant on others, which provides several advantages: saves space, security patches
can be applied faster...

The software repositories of distributions contain a lot of third party software, much like the Android Play Store, but
maintained by the distributions staff instead of their original authors.
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Distributions spend a lot of resources dealing with these varying-quality packages, updating and patching them. Some
distributions maintain a small subset of the most important packages and relay on the community to maintain the other
packages.

Debian-based distributions

This includes distributions based on Debian, such as Ubuntu, Raspbian and Linux Mint. Debian maintains its own repository,
and derivatives usually just add other repositories on top of it.

Ubuntu, however, maintains its own repository, mostly syncing package updates from Debian on each release, and then
updating at their own pace. Unlike Debian, Ubuntu keeps updating some desktop applications such as Firefox ot Thunderbird
after release, in a rolling release fashion. This makes Ubuntu derivatives more attractive to desktop users.

Debian-based systems use a package format named deb, containing meta information about the package: origin, version,
dependencies, etc that can be managed individually by DPKG. Repositories and packages are actually managed by APT,
which also provides libraries for third party frontends such as Synaptic.

RPM-based distributions

This includes distributions based on Red Hat, such as Fedora, CentOS and Mandriva, and some others like SUSE Linux.
On RPM-based systems, repositories are not shared with derivatives.

The package format named rpm is common to all distributions and can be managed individually by RPM. The repositories
and the software to manage the packages varies between distributions, being the most common yum, for CentOS and Red
Hat, DNF for Fedora and urpmi for Mandriva.

Interfaces to software packages

As we've just discussed, distributions include some basic tools to interface with the packaging system.

However, higher level abstractions are also supported. PackageKit is a suite of software applications designed to provide a
consistent and high-level front end for a number of different package management systems.

Some software management front-ends, such as GNOME Software (the default graphical frontend for Ubuntu 16.04) are
using PackageKit to provide a consistent experience between distributions.

Distributions Standarization [U]

Linux Standard Base

The Linux Standard Base (LSB) is a joint project by several Linux distributions to standardize the software system structure,
including the filesystem hierarchy used in the Linux operating system.

The LSB is based on the POSIX specification, the Single UNIX Specification (SUS), and several other open standards, but
extends them in certain areas

The LSB specifies for example: standard libraries, a number of commands and utilities that extend the POSIX standard, the
layout of the file system hierarchy, run levels, the printing system, including spoolers such as CUPS and tools like Foomatic
and several extensions to the X Window System.

LSB is followed only by few distributions, such as Red Hat, SUSE Linux, Debian and Ubuntu, and is being abandoned at this
point.

Filesystem Hierarchy Standard

Filesystem Hierarchy Standard (FHS) defines the directory structure and directory contents for Unix-like operating systems.

In the FHS, all files and directories appear under the root directory /, even if they are stored on different physical or
virtual devices.

Directory Description

/ Primary hierarchy root and root directory of the entire file system hierarchy

/bin Essential command binaries that need to be available in single user mode; for all users, e.g. cat, ls, cp
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Directory Description

/boot Boot loader files, e.g. kernels

/dev Essential devices, e.g. disks, printers

/etc System-wide configuration files

/home User home directories, containing saved files, personal settings, etc.

/lib* Libraries essential for the binaries in /bin/  and /sbin/

/media Mount points for removable media such as pendrives

/mnt Temporarily or manually mounted filesystems

/opt Optional application software packages

/proc Virtual filesystem providing process and kernel information as files

/root Home directory for the root user

/run
Information about the running system, e.g., currently logged-in users and running daemons. Usually
linked from /var/run  for backwards compatibility

/sbin Essential system binaries, e.g. fsck, init, route

/srv Specific data for services provided by the system (mostly unused)

/tmp Temporary files often not preserved between system reboots

/usr Seconday hierarchy for data; contains the majority of utilities, libraries and applications

/usr/bin Non-essential command binaries for all users

/usr/include Standard include files

/usr/lib* Libraries for the binaries in /usr/bin  and /usr/sbin

/usr/local
Tertiary hierarchy for data, specific to this host. Typically has further subdirectories, e.g., bin/ ,
lib/ , share/

/usr/sbin Non-essential system binaries, e.g., daemons for various network-services

/usr/share Architecture-independent (shared) data

/usr/src Source code, e.g., the kernel source code with its header files

/var
Variable files whose content is expected to continually change during normal operation of the system:
logs, spool files, temporary e-mail files, etc.

/var/cache

Application cache data. Such data are locally generated as a result of time-consuming I/O or
calculation. The application must be able to regenerate or restore the data. The cached files can be
deleted without loss of data

/var/lib
State information. Persistent data modified by programs as they run, e.g., databases, packaging
system metadata, etc.

/var/lock Lock files. Files keeping track of resources currently in use

/var/log Log files

/var/mail Users mailboxes

/var/tmp Temporary files to be preserved between reboots

Most Linux distributions follow the Filesystem Hierarchy Standard but declare their own policy deviating from it in some areas:

All modern Linux distributions include a /sys  directory as a virtual filesystem, which stores and allows modification of
the devices connected to the system.
Many systems, including Debian and Ubuntu, install third party packages into /usr/local  while keeping code
considered part of the operating system in /usr . Some other systems use /opt  for third party packages, so some
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software not specifically targeted for some distribution might end up in some of those directories indistinctly.
Some distributions, including Fedora, no longer differentiate between /lib  and /bin  versus /usr/lib  and
/usr/bin  and have them symlinked.

Freedesktop.org

Freedesktop.org is a project to work on interoperability and shared base technology for free software desktop environments.
GNOME, KDE, and Xfce are collaborating with the project.

The Tango Desktop Project is an initiative to create a set of design guidelines and to provide a consistent user experience
for applications on desktop environments. The project has created a set of icons known as the Tango Icon Library and a color
palette that is still used by some distributions by default. Proprietary software usually relay on Tango as a way to get a
desktop and distribution agnostic look and feel for their applications.

The Portland Project is an initiative aiming at easing the portability of application software between desktop environments.
In 2006 the project released a set of common interfaces known usually as xdg-tools .

Xdg-app is a system for application virtualization to provide a safe sandbox environment in which users can run applications
that they may not fully trust. It's still in development. Distributions like Ubuntu are shipping now alternative systems like
Snappy or Click.

Freedesktop.org published more than 20 specifications aimed to standarize the behaviour of different desktop
environments: autostart specification, clipboard specification, icon theme specification, menu specification, systemtray
specification, trash specification, base directory specification, etc.

The Base Directory Specification defines where to find the files inside the user directory. Specifically, defines
$HOME/.config  followed by /etc/xdg  for storing configurations and $HOME/.local/share  for storing application data.

Before this specification, applications usually stored data inside the home directly -and some of them still do that, e.g. Firefox.

The Desktop Entry Specification defines the format of desktop entries, a common type of file used usually to describe a link
to a program and metadata such as icon and name.

The Desktop Application Autostart Specification defines a method for automatically starting applications during the
startup of a desktop environment, currently honored by all desktop environments, using desktop entries inside the folder
.config/autostart  for users and /etc/xdg/autostart  system-wide.

First Steps

Live Distributions [V]
A Live Distribution is a complete bootable distribution that runs from a usually read-only device, such as a DVD. It allows
users to run an operating system for any purpose without installing it or making any changes to the computer's configuration.

Some Linux Distributions are Live Distributions by default, so you don't need to install them for occasional usage. This
tendency started with Knoppix in 2003, a derivative of Debian with KDE as a desktop environment, automatic hardware
detection and multimedia software preinstalled.

In modern live distributions, the read-only file system is merged with a RAM drive using transparent techniques and let user
write changes in persistent partitions, usually in pendrives.

Most known live distributions include Trisquel, Fedora, Mandriva, Gentoo Linux and the aforementioned Ubuntu.

Choosing a distribution [W]
Some distributions are targeted for newbies, while others are specifically targeted to inhuman robots, so you might want to
pick a distribution before going on.

Ubuntu became famous for his motto: Linux for human beings. It was the first Debian-based distribution targeted to
newbies, with a live environment, automatic hardware recognition, essential proprietary drivers and codecs and a nice
interface. Ships the Unity desktop by default.

Linux Mint is based on Ubuntu, but uses the Cinnamon desktop by default. Cinnamon is a GNOME Shell fork with a
more traditional approach but almost the same features.
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OpenSUSE is also easy to use, loosely based on Slackware with the KDE desktop by default. On top of that, there is a
rolling release version called Tumbleweed.

Fedora is based on Red Hat and is also targeted to newbies, with live environment and all the Ubuntu features, but
without proprietary drivers and codecs. Ships the GNOME desktop by default.

Arch Linux focuses on simplicity, but that is not always translated to ease of use, so it's targeted to intermediate users.
"Layers of abstraction that serve to hide internals are never a good thing. Instead, the internals should be designed in a
way such that they NEED no hiding." Like OpenSUSE Tumbleweed is a rolling release distribution and has no desktop
environment by default.

Virtual Machines [X]
A virtual machine is a software implementation of a machine that executes programs like a physical machine. While
traditionally virtual machines were much less efficient than actual machines, modern processors and chipsets allow now
using technologies for a faster virtualization, comparable to their phisical counterparts.

Oracle VM VirtualBox is a very popular, free and mostly open source virtualization system that may be installed on a
number of host operating systems. It supports the creation and management of guest virtual machines running versions and
derivations of Windows, Linux, BSD, OS/2, Solaris and others.

A Guest Additions package of device drivers and system applications is available for most guest systems, which improves
performance and integration, even allowing advanced interaction such as dragging out windows from the guest to the host
system.

A virtual machine is a good way to test Linux distributions, without having to worry of damaging the current operative system.

Installation [Y]
Install a Linux distribution is an easy and straightforward task in some distributions like Ubuntu or Linux Mint, but requires
some basic system knowledge in most of them, or even follow a step by step manual in others.

Storage devices and partitions

The operative system is commonly installed in a internal hard drive, but can also be installed on removable devices. Most
installers require you to specify -or confirm at least- the disk partitions, since that would probably wipe all your data.

The storage devices including hard disks, pendrives and memory cards are typically accessed through /dev/sdx  being x  a
letter starting with a . In some virtual environments, the naming could be /dev/vdx . Some storage devices connected to
some other buses could receive other names.

The storage devices are usually partitioned. Modern computers have several partitions for a simple Windows installation.
Partitions are numbered and are also accessible through files: /dev/sda1 , /dev/sda2 ...

Traditional partitioning is called MBR  and is more simple but has serious limitations. There can be only 4 primary partitions,
but one of them can be converted to an extended partition that can contain several more partitions. Extended partitions are
numbered starting in 5. Disks partitioned with MBR  are limited to 3.9TB in size.

Modern computers are usually partitioned using GPT, a more advanced, redundant and failsafe partitioning system that don't
have these limitations but requires operative system and EFI support.

VFS and mount points

The Linux Virtual File System starts with the /, called root directory, which is the mount point of the root filesystem, the main
partition where the distribution is installed.

A mount point is just an empty directory where another filesystems are placed. For example, /proc is a special mount point
where process information is given.

Any directory can actually be a mount point pointing to another filesystem. This is a common practice for a variety of reasons:

Directory Reason

/boot Boot files need to be on physically location near the start of the disk on some systems
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Directory Reason

/tmp Disallow execution of files for improved security on servers

/var Store the data on bigger or more write-secure devices such as external storage cabins

/home Preserve most of the user data and documents across system reinstallations

So it's common to specify a partition for root (/) but also specify a partition for some of these directories, as needed.

Filesystem types

Windows systems are usually stored on partitions in NTFS format. However, Linux systems can't be installed in NTFS
filesystems.

Ext4 is the default filesystem for most modern distributions. It's backwards compatible with ext3 and ext2, the earlier
filesystem formats. Compared to ext3, it's just faster and has better support for large files. Ext3 and ext4, unlike ext2, support
journaling, a way to keep track of changes not yet commited to the filesystem, thus making them much more reliable in the
event of a system crash or power failure.

Some distributions default to other filesystems. For example, Btrfs in OpenSUSE, which supports snapshots, and XFS in
Red Hat, which has better support for very large file systems.

Swap partition

In addition to a root (/) partition, default installations use to define a swap partition.

The combined sizes of physical memory and the swap space is the amount of virtual memory available.

Swap space is generally recommended for users with less than 1 GB of RAM, but becomes more a matter of personal
preference on systems with gratuitous amounts of physical RAM, though it is required for suspend-to-disk support.

Even when the swap space is usually defined as a partition, it can be also defined inside a file in your system, a good option
if you forgot to make some room at installation time.

Booting

Legacy BIOS boot process is still the default booting mode for a lot of computers and has been in use from the 1980s. In
this mode, the BIOS looks for a bootable device (usually, a hard drive) and reads the MBR (still present in GPT partitioned
devices). Then, the program is executed.

EFI boot process is the default booting mode for newer computers. This mode requires GPT partitioning. A EFI system
partition must be created on the bootable device.

Modern distributions support both boot methods, but Windows is more prone to tamper the boot if EFI boot is activated.
However, this boot mode is faster and can be done without any flickering from boot to the desktop.

Any moden Linux distribution installation tries to install the Grub Bootloader with any of those methods. Grub itself tries to
identify the method needed. Some older distributions might only support the Legacy boot.

Users

Linux is a multi-user system. Users have a username and a uid or user identifier.

The user root is the superuser account, which can access eveything in the system. The uid of this user is always 0, but the
username -even if not recommended- can be changed.

Running programs as root is dangerous, since most devices like hard drivers or the UEFI firmware are writable by root, so
tampering with the unknown can lead to an unbootable or even irrecoverable system.

System users uids go from 1 to 999, or from 1 to 499 in some systems. System daemons, servers like Apache rely on system
users to avoid running as root.

Normal users uids go from 1000 onwards, or from 500 onwards in some systems.

In some systems, graphical login for root is disabled to avoid misuse of this account. Ubuntu has the login for the root account
completely disabled, and rely on sudo a a simple mechanism to scale privileges.
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To avoid running arbritrary code as root, daemons running with system users usually expose functions via the dbus
communication protocol, protected by PolicyKit.

Bash Shell

Released in 1989, Bash has been the default command line interface in most Linux distributions since then.

Bash is a command processor that typically runs in a text window, where the user types commands that cause actions. Like
all Unix shells, it supports filename globbing, piping, here documents, command substitution, variables and control structures
for condition-testing and iteration.

How to access a shell [Z]
Most linux distributions lacking a default desktop environment, like server versions of Ubuntu, or Arch Linux, default to a Bash
interface in a virtual terminal. It's also the the default recovery mode and the place you will end if there are problems with the
graphical environment.

Virtual terminal is a core feature of Linux, in which the system console of the computer can be used to switch between
multiple virtual consoles to access unrelated user interfaces through the key combination Alt  plus a function key, for
instance F1  for the first console. The X Window System is usually found in the 7th console. To change from within a console
running the X Window System, Control  must also be pressed.

In summary, to access a virtual terminal running Bash by pressing Control + Alt + F1 . To go back to the desktop, press
Control + Alt + F7 .

You can also run a shell within the graphical session using terminals for X.

gnome-terminal is included with GNOME and Unity desktops
konsole is included with KDE desktops
xterm is included with Xorg, so it's usually found on any system
terminator is an advanced tiling terminal with support for broadcasting the keyboard input

Basics of Command Line [AA]
Fluency on the command line is a skill often neglected or considered arcane, but it improves your flexibility and productivity
as an engineer in both obvious and subtle ways.

You must know how to read documentation with man , the system manpages. Almost every command has its manual,
which states what's that, the parameters, return values... some even have examples and related commands. The system
manpages are separated in sections that will give you an idea of the things you can find.

Learn basic Bash is very easy by looking at the manual. Just type man bash  and skim the whole manual, starting in the
section DEFINITIONS. You'll learn the grammar, syntax, how the quoting works, parameters (including variables),
expansions, redirections, aliases, functions, conditional and atithmetic expressions, command execution, exit statuses,
signals, job control and the set of builtin commands.

Learn about redirection of output and input using >  and <  and pipes using | . Know >  overwrites the output file and
>>  appends. Learn about stdout and stderr.

Learn about file glob expansion with *  (and some others like ?  and [] ), and home directory expansion with ~ .

Learn how quoting works and the difference between double "  and single '  quotes.

Understand the usage of export , to export variables to child processes.

Be familiar with Bash job management: & , ctrl-z , ctrl-c , jobs , fg , bg , kill , etc.

Basic file management: ls  and ls -l , less , head , tail  and tail -f  (or better, less +F ), ln  and ln -s  (learn
the differences and advantages of hard versus soft links), chown , chmod , du  (for a quick summary of disk usage: du
-hs * ). For filesystem management, df , mount , fdisk , mkfs , lsblk . Learn what an inode is ( ls -i  or df -i ).

Learn to use at least one text-based editor, such as vim or nano.

Basic network management: ip  or ifconfig , dig .
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Know regular expressions well, and the various flags to grep / egrep . The -i , -o , -v , -A , -B , and -C  options are
worth knowing.

Bash tries to run functions and builtin commands first, then it look for commands in the system as defined in the environment
variable PATH . For example, there is a /bin/echo  that is never used because Bash has its own echo  builtin.

Scripts usually start with a shebang, an annotation which defines the interpreter to run it. This way, shells like Bash can run
these scripts without specifying the interpreter. If script.py  starts by #!/usr/bin/python2.7  these become equivalent:

$ /usr/bin/python2.7 script.py

$ ./script.py

Commodities and tricks for the everyday life [AB]
In Bash, use Tab to complete arguments or list all available commands and Control + r  to search through command history

Some other useful key combinations for Bash:

Key Combination | What it does Control + w  | Delete the last word Control + u  | Delete the whole line Alt + b  | Move one
word back Alt + f  | Move one word forward Control + a  | Move to the start of the line Control + k  | Kill everything to the
end of the line Control + l  | Clear the screen

If you are editing a very long command, press Control + x + e  to open an editor. Like in other situations, the editor will be the
one defined in the variable EDITOR .

If you are halfway through typing a command but change your mind, hit Alt + Alt Gr + #  to add a #  at the beginning and
enter it as a comment (or use Control + a  to go to the beggining, then enter #  and press Enter . That way you can then
return to it later via command history.

To go back to the previous working directory use cd - .

Be a Bash Hacker [AC]
To use the output of a command as a part of other command, you can enclose some parts in \ ``, or '$()'.

jorge.suarez@ctdesk095:~$ vim $(which firefox)

jorge.suarez@ctdesk095:~$ vim `which firefox`

In Bash, note there are lots of kinds of variable expansion.

Checking a variable exists: ${name:?error message} . For example, if a Bash script requires a single argument, just
write input_file=${1:?usage: $0 input_file} .
Arithmetic expansion: i=$(( (i + 1) % 5 )) .
Sequences: {1..10} .
Trimming of strings: ${var%suffix}  and ${var#prefix} . For example if var=foo.pdf , then echo ${var%.pdf}.txt
prints foo.txt .

Subshells (written with parentheses) are convenient ways to group commands. A common example is to temporarily move to
a different working directory, e.g.

jorge.suarez@ctdesk095:~$ pwd

/home/remoto/jorge.suarez

jorge.suarez@ctdesk095:~$ (cd / ; ls)

bin  boot  cdrom  dev  etc  home  initrd.img  lib  lib64  lost+found  media  mnt  opt  proc  root  run  sbin  srv  sys  tmp 

jorge.suarez@ctdesk095:~$ pwd

/home/remoto/jorge.suarez

To work with large files, the operator here documents ( << ) lets you define large multiline strings.

cat > /tmp/a <<EOF

Hola

Como estamos

EOF
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More useful 3rd party commands
These commands are not part of Bash, and some of them are not installed by default in most Linux distributions, but can be
installed via packages.

Search files with find and locate [AD]

The command find  is a good option to find files, but also to execute a command on those files.

$ find ~ -iname *.c -exec rm '{}' ';'

You can also find files by properties like modification date, or size:

$ find . -mtime +4 # Modified at least 4 days ago

$ find . -msize 2M # At least 2MB of size

If you just want to find files, and if the system has updatedb  installed, you can find files much faster with locate . Files need
to be indexed first.

$ locate sem_init.c

xargs and parallel [AE]

Alternatively to $()  and \ ` , xargs` can be used to compose commands in a more readable and, sometimes, more
convenient way.

$ grep 'stdlib.h' $(find . -name '*.c')

$ find . -name '*.c' | xargs grep 'stdlib.h'

parallel  is a parallelizable replacement for bash loops, which run in parallel. Usage is similar to xargs  but much more
complicated. Output order is respected, as if commands were run sequentially.

$ find . -name \*.tar | parallel tar xvf

More about process management: pstree, pkill [AF]

The command pstree  prints a tree of processes. The most convenient form is pstree -p  which prints the full tree with
PIDs.

The command pkill  is a more convenient way to send signals to processes. You can specify pkill name  to look by name,
or pkill -f name  to look by full command line. pgrep  is the analog tu just look for PIDs.

Resources usage measurement [AG]

To measure the memory usage, there is a simple tool called free , more convenient as free -h . Linux tries to use all the
available memory for disk buffers and cache, so the actual free value is the one on the second row.

$ free -m

             total       used       free     shared    buffers     cached

Mem:         15957      14247       1709        695        831       8370

-/+ buffers/cache:       5045      10911

Swap:         1999          0       1999

You can also measure memory and CPU usage with tools such as top  (or the improved version htop ).

To measure disk usage there is another simple tool called df , more convenient as df -h . This will give information about
each mount point. Some modern systems running systemd  have several dummy and virtual mount points, so to avoid them,
specify the mount type:

$ df -l -h -t ext4
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Filesystem      Size  Used Avail Use% Mounted on

/dev/sda5        34G   21G   12G  64% /

/dev/sda6       4,8G  517M  4,0G  12% /tmp

/dev/sda8       877G  244G  588G  30% /home

Use iostat  to measure the input/output throughput on storage devices.

Use du -hs  to measure the size of a given folder. The tool ncdu  lets you navigate through folders ordered by size.

To measure network usage you can just use ifstat .

$ ifstat

       eth0       

 KB/s in  KB/s out

   11.16      1.31

   11.32      1.78

   37.05      1.23

You can also use the combined disk, network, CPU, disk and memory usage tool dstat .

Performance measurement [AH]

To measure disk performance in terms of latency and input/output operations per second, you can use ioping .

# ioping -q -c 10 /

To measure network performance in terms of throughput, you can use iperf . Iperf allows the user to set various
parameters that can be used for testing a network, or alternatively for optimizing or tuning a network.

Text processing with sed and awk [AI]

To process text in bash, you can use awk  or sed . Advanced knowledge of regular expressions is required, though.

$ awk '{print $3 "\t" $4}' <<EOF

> 1)    Amit     Physics    80

> 2)    Rahul    Maths      90

> 3)    Shyam    Biology    87

> 4)    Kedar    English    85

> 5)    Hari     History    89

> EOF

Physics 80

Maths   90

Biology 87

English 85

History 89

$ awk 'length($0) > 5' <<EOF

12345

1234

12

123456

EOF

$ sed -i 's/lib\/modules_x32/lib\/modules_x64/g' $(find /opt -type f)

For simple use cases, tools such as cut , join , tail , head , sort , uniq  are more useful, though.

Network and web debugging with curl [AJ]

To test for Internet reachability, but also http redirections, server reaction to diverse headers, cookies... in websites, curl  is
very useful.

You can get the response headers of any website with curl -I .
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$ curl -k -I https://citius.usc.es

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Server: nginx

Date: Fri, 22 Apr 2016 09:02:21 GMT

Content-Type: text/html; charset=utf-8

Connection: keep-alive

X-Content-Type-Options: nosniff

X-Drupal-Cache: MISS

Expires: Sun, 19 Nov 1978 05:00:00 GMT

Cache-Control: public, max-age=10800

X-Content-Type-Options: nosniff

Access-Control-Expose-Headers: Location

Content-Language: gl

X-UA-Compatible: IE=edge,chrome=1

Link: <https://citius.usc.es/node/8>; rel="canonical",<https://citius.usc.es/node/8>; rel="shortlink"

Etag: "1461315740-0"

Last-Modified: Fri, 22 Apr 2016 09:02:20 GMT

Vary: Cookie,Accept-Encoding

X-Clacks-Overhead: GNU Terry Pratchett

Strict-Transport-Security: max-age=31536000

TCP port debugging [AK]

You can open arbitrary TCP ports to listen for connections and communicate over the network using netcat.

$ nc -l 9999

$ echo "Hello" | nc localhost 9999

Netcat can be also used for port scanning, but Nmap is more common for this purpose.

$ nc -zv localhost 22 80

$ nmap localhost -p 20,80

To look for open connections, you can use netstat -putan . If run as root, the program names are also shown.

# netstat -putan

Active Internet connections (servers and established)

Proto Recv-Q Send-Q Local Address           Foreign Address         State       PID/Program name

tcp        0      0 0.0.0.0:111             0.0.0.0:*               LISTEN      667/rpcbind     

tcp        0      0 0.0.0.0:50065           0.0.0.0:*               LISTEN      -               

tcp        0      0 127.0.0.1:5939          0.0.0.0:*               LISTEN      1418/teamviewerd

tcp        0      0 0.0.0.0:1301            0.0.0.0:*               LISTEN      1415/sshd       

tcp        0      0 0.0.0.0:22              0.0.0.0:*               LISTEN      1415/sshd   

...

Network diagnostics [AL]

To test network routes, you can use traceroute or mtr where available. Mtr is interactive and has more features.

Learn to look in the logs [AM]

System logs are stored on /var/log  and are usually on plain text. However, to save space, logs are rotated and usually
commpressed by logrotate.

Use tail -f  to see the last output of a logfile. New lines will be shown. If you want more context, you can specify the
number of old lines you want to see: tail -n 200 -f .

Use less  (or more  in more restricted environments) to navigate through the file interactively. You can make less scroll
forward like tail -f  pressing Shift + F  at any time.

To handle compressed files, you can use zless  and zcat . These files won't grow, so a gzip-aware version of tail  is not
needed.

Something wrong in your system? [AN]

If something is wrong in your system (the Wifi stopped working, or the USB pendrive you just plugged doesn't work) you can
look for issues in dmesg .
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You can usually find more information in /var/log/syslog , /var/log/kern.log  or /var/log/messages , depending on the
distribution.

Remote Access

Remote access with SSH [AO]
SSH is usually enabled in most distributions by default, to access a shell remotely.

You can enable X Forwarding to be able to open graphical programs remotely. Windows will be rendered by the local X
server and communication will be compressed.

$ ssh -XC jorge.suarez@172.16.243.95

SSH tunneling [AP]
Tuneling allows to access a network service that the nuderlying network don'r provide, through another computer resources.

For example, to access Youtube from within a network that bans Youtube, using your home computer:

$ ssh -L 8080:youtube.com:80 jorge@myhome

All the requests to port 8080  of the host myhome  will be tunneled to youtube.com  in port 80 . That does not mean the
Youtube website will work out of the box, though.

Avoid programs getting killed when closing a console (disown, nohup) [AQ]
When a program is run from within a shell, the program becomes a child of that shell. You can check that using pstree -p .
When the shell is closed, it sends the signap NOHUP  to all childs, and most programs terminate when that signal is received.
This results in programs being killed when you connect, then disconnect a SSH session.

To avoid this, you can disown the process, so the signal is not sent.

$ ./myscript.sh &

$ disown

bash: warning: deleting stopped job 1 with process group 26440

You can alternatively use nohup. By default, nohup  sends the output (both standard output and error output) to nohup.out
and the process won't receive the NOHUP  signal.

$ nohup ./myscript &

nohup: ignoring input and appending output to ‘nohup.out’

Session management with screen [AR]
Screen is a session manager for terminal. Screen lets you open a shell session, dettach from it a reattach to it later. We can
take advantage of that easily working with SSH.

To open a new Screen session (or reattach, if already exists), run screen -a -R .

To dettach from a Screen session without losing it, press Control + A + D . You can reattach to it later by running screen -a
-R .

When using screen, once dettached, you can disconnect from the server at any time. Screen is automatically dettached from
the running shell, so it's not killed.

Remote X server management with xpra [AS]
Xpra is the screen analog to X windows. You can attach to a window, dettach from it and reattach it later.
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To start using xpra, an xpra server must be running on a high unused display number. For example, to start it on display 100.

$ xpra start :100

Any windows created by a program running on that display can be attached and dettached at any time, and there is no
attachement by default.

DISPLAY=:100 nohup firefox &

To see the Firefox  window, attaching to the display 100.

$ xpra attach :100

To dettach without killing Firefox, instead of closing the Firefox window, press Control + C  in the terminal to kill the xpra
attach .

To be able to see windows remotely, you still need to enable the X Forwarding, that is, connect using ssh -X .

Session + X server management combining screen and xpra [AT]
If screen  is run with a DISPLAY  owned by xpra, you can benefit from session management with the possibility to attach to
windows.

$ xpra start :100

$ DISPLAY=:100 screen -a -R
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